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Many services provided over the Internet, like voice
over IP and video on demand, increase the demand
for assurances concerning the quality of the underlying
network. A score of techniques for assurance of quality
of service (QoS) have been devised for use within administrative domains. However, when paths cross the border
of autonomous systems, assurance of end-to-end QoS
remains an unsolved issue. Thereby the key challenge
is the establishment of connection-oriented communication flows. We introduce a technique to establish
ISO/OSI Layer 3 multi-domain communication paths.
The proposed solution does not stress border-routers and
is independent of domain-internal policies, while relying
on the common forwarding mechanisms.
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1. Introduction
The amount and diversity of user-faced applications depending on a good Internet connection
quality is steadily growing. Examples are manifold and can be found in the areas of multimedia,
like video-on-demand, telecommunication, like
voice over IP (VoIP) or job-transfers in Clouds
and Grids. In order to support the existing and
upcoming services, a technique for quality assurance in Internet is needed.
With the exception of a few service-tailored
solutions, today’s effectiveness of mechanisms
for Quality of Service (QoS) managements is
0
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limited by a provider’s network border. Connections encountered in the Internet usually
cross networks of multiple autonomous systems
(AS), leaving true QoS assurance for multidomain connections an unsolved issue.
Telephone and backbone network providers recognise that true quality assurance is only possible if resources are assigned to communication
flows. The amount of these resources should be
sufficient for the realisation of required properties and exclusive assignment prevents interferences with other communication flows. Experience made with IntServ supported by the RSVP
protocol family further show that resource reservation along a communication path alone is not
sufficient, as long as the enforcement of this
communication path is not warrantied. Various
extensions for RSVP show desperate attempts
to cope with path changes in the Internet.
Discussion on New Generation Networks led to
the conclusion that connection-oriented paths
must become a cornerstone of QoS assurance
in packed switched networks. Techniques like
MPLS are limited to the administrative domain
of a single network service provider. Extensions
to MPLS like MPLS-TP or other approaches
like the PBB-TE proposal for carrier grade Ethernet have not evolved beyond standardisation
stage. Furthermore, introduction of such technologies to the Internet will require large-scale
upgrades of network infrastructures, which is
not likely to happen within a short time frame.
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As the amount and the variety of end-user applications, relying on connections with guarantied
quality parameters, are steadily growing, a solution based on existing technologies is needed.
The aspired solution was designed keeping in
mind that border routers in the Internet are troubled by very large routing tables and, in general,
are being expected to implement every conceivable inter-domain extension and enhancement.
Hence, network operators’ tolerance for extensions for whatever benefit is limited by the additional requirements imposed on their border
routers.
Our contribution to enabling end-to-end QoS on
inter-AS paths is an IP-based switching technique that allows providers to coordinate their
efforts for providing QoS over the Internet. It is
an opt-in approach in that it is applicable even
if a limited number of AS operators choose to
support it. The solution is being designed with
acceptance by network operators in mind. The
approach relies on regular IP routing at the AS
borders and on locally available QoS mechanisms within the network.
In this paper, we focus on the core mechanism
of our proposal. Aspects like data model for
encoding QoS-relevant information and a protocol for interoperation between AS-providers
will be addressed in other dedicated papers.

2) not affect core operations adversely and 3)
be inexpensively implementable, 4) scale, if it
proves popular. If the popularity of such a concept depends on the acceptance of end-users, as
with any end-to-end scheme, it should take their
interests into account from its inception.
The Internet is a dynamic structure. At any time,
links are added and removed, devices are introduced into or removed from the network, routes
change and so on. An end-to-end approach in
the network layer must be able to cope with
these common events, and it must not rely on a
“snapshot” view of the network.
Embracing these assumptions, we formulate the
following design objectives that constitute requirements on our approach:
(1) Consideration for intra-AS interests.
• Do not presume to change or introspect
intra-AS state, topology, or management
information.
• Do not make assumptions regarding the
QoS an AS can provide, or if the AS is
willing to cooperate at all.
• Support paid-for transit; without it, there
is no incentive for transit operators to
consider the proposed extensions.

2. Assumptions and Requirements

(2) Operations and limitations in the Internet.
• Do not strain routers at AS borders.
• Use the existing routing structure, and
add only signalling. Do not transmit
payload through an overlay, since this
only makes the path transparent, not its
quality attributes.
• Handle correctly the normal incidents in
the Internet. The approach should be
able to cope gracefully with route reconfiguration, inter-AS hops becoming
unavailable and orphaned connections.

AS operators are limited in the policy of their
networks only by their own business obligations
and by a small number of standards necessary
for effective inter-networking. Their legal obligations are usually constrained within national
borders that are exceeded by multi-national networks in the common case. It follows that for
any new concept to enjoy significant adoption
in the Internet, it needs to 1) have a strong financial incentive for operators to implement it,

(3) Consideration for end-point interests.
• Make it easy to use in end-point client
applications. Requiring vast changes to
applications or operating systems may
seriously hamper end-point-side acceptance of the approach.
• Do not make assumptions on what QoS
properties an end-user will need for its
connection. Such assumptions will limit
the applicability of the approach.

In the following Section 2, we discuss the requirements of quality-controlled paths in the Internet from both user and operator perspective.
We survey existing approaches to inter-AS QoS
in Section 3. The approach itself is detailed
in Section 4, before we discuss limit cases in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with
a review of open questions and future research
work.
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3. Related Work

4. Internet Inter-AS Path-switching

In this section we discuss three categories of
related work: inter-AS path-switching using
overlay networks, approaches using a specific
technology stack and available technologies for
implementing QoS in networks.

Our approach to provide inter-domain communication channels with QoS properties relies on
introducing connection semantics to the traffic
pertaining to those channels, while still relying
on the standard IP forwarding techniques. We
address inter-AS route selection, but leave intraAS routing to the AS operators, whom we rely
upon to ensure a declared level of quality for the
traffic passing into/through their networks.

In [8, 12, 1] different overlay approaches for
controlling packet transit over the Internet are
introduced. QoS enforcement is implemented
using available methods like DiffServ [3],
IntServ [4], RSVP [5]. Following these approaches, our requirements for handling incidents and changes in the underlying network
can only be achieved by including the providers.
This will dictate the QoS technologies and capabilities providers have to employ and offer,
contradicting our requirements for having the
providers decide which services and quality
their networks offer.
A method for establishing end-to-end paths for
the specific stack of ATM/MPLS/IP has been
elaborated in [15]. This approach cannot fulfill our requirements to leave intra-AS matters
entirely to the providers, but clearly shows that
establishing end-to-end paths requires a lot of
communication and negotiation and that an explicit connection phase is a reasonable solution
to this problem. The ongoing development of
an MPLS multi-domain version MPLS-TP (formerly known as T-MPLS) is still far away from
state of maturity for productive application. In
[9, 2, 13, 6] the authors explore transporting IP
packets between routers over optical links, with
minimal highly use-case specific Layer 2 implementations. These articles show that QoS and
resource allocation are achievable if the different approaches can be combined.
In [14, 11, 10] the authors show a measurable increase in QoS, when having control over
the selected AS-path between two end-points.
Clearly, fixed paths are a key to maintaining
QoS and possibly as important as any other employed QoS technologies and protocols. An
entire QoS description language is (for example) presented in [7]. An information model
for the provisioning enabling end-to-end QoS is
presented in [16]. Specifications like these may
be used to describe QoS properties and requirements for a common basis in path negotiations
and connection establishment.

4.1. Conceptual Components
Each AS that wishes to support our QoS mechanism must provide three conceptual components
detailed as follows.
1) A reserved, special purpose subnet, i.e. a network prefix dedicated to QoS channels. Its
address space need not be the same in every
AS.
2) An access function that manages connection end-points in the AS itself. We call
a component implementing this function an
access gateway (AG). AGs directly interact
with end-points, to initiate and control endto-end paths and multiplex the users’ traffic
onto Layer 3 segment addresses.
3) A forwarding function that differentiates all
QoS channel traffic, including transit traffic. We call a component implementing this
function a forwarding gateway (FG). The
FG performs network address translation on
incoming packets destination address and
forwards them along a path specified for a
given QoS-controlled channel.
These components are illustrated in Figure 1,
that shows an established path through three AS,
where AS 65229 is a transit AS, while AS 65016
and AS 65815 are ISPs of end-points A and B,
respectively.
Note that AG and FG functions are shown as
implemented on the same physical component.
Applications run on the initiating end-point
(initiator, A) and the target end-point (target,
B) signal information and requests concerning
channel management.
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Figure 1. An end-to-end path across three AS. Segments a–d) are defined by FGs

4.2. Protocol Outline
The core of our approach is handing packets
from AS to AS along a predetermined path
through the Internet.
We propose recursive path establishment as each
AS may know only about and be able to negotiate with its direct neighbors.
As the first step, the initiator requests a connection to the target from an AS-local AG, along
with requirements for specific QoS. Using regular intra-AS routing, an AG determines the next
FG (which is trivial if AG and FG are the same
machine) and passes it the path request. If a FG
can fulfill a path request, i.e. if the AS it serves
can fulfill the requirements regarding QoS, it
passes the (modified) request on to the next FG,
determined using Internet routing information.
This step is repeated by FGs until the target
AS, i.e. AS containing the target end-point, is
reached.
If a FG is unable to meet a path request, it signals
this back to the instance it received the request
from. Having received a fail-signal, a component may attempt to find a path via another AS
(back-tracking). If a suitable end-to-end path is
found, the end-points transmit via their AGs. If
no path could be found, the setup of the QoScontrolled channel has failed.
a) Forwarding example
There are three routers functioning as FGs, each
rewriting the destination address of incoming
packets. This divides the path between A and
B into four segments a) through d). Rewriting destination addresses of incoming packets
to segment addresses, announced by FGs, ensures the packets are routed from FG to FG.
Combined with Inter-AS (BGP) routing information, it can be ensured that packets are handed
from one AS to the next.

In Figure 1 an application on A sends userdata addressed to B. Having crossed segment
a) the traffic is received by the AG (co-located
with the FG) in AS 65016. Recognising the incoming packets as belonging to an established
path, their destination addresses are rewritten
to the segment address allocated by the FG in
AS 65229. Through regular Internet routing the
packets are forwarded to AS 65229, segment
b), where the destination addresses are rewritten again and the packets forwarded to the FG
in AS 65815, segment c). Here the addresses
are rewritten to the original destination address
and forwarded to B, segment d).
AS operators can control the ingress and egress
points of path segments by refining their routing
(BGP) configuration and may use the per segment address to implement special QoS transit
through their networks.
b) Resource allocation
Allocating resources for path segments shows
many characteristics of a Layer 3 end-to-end
connection. To coordinate resource allocation
we distinguish between four states of resources
during the connection phase, illustrated in Figure 2. The states are grouped to identify a connection either as idle or busy.

Figure 2. We distinguish four states of connection
segment resource allocation
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A segment is unused when it has been identified
on a viable path through the Internet. During
allocation, an AS may be requested to allocate
resources for the connection from the unused
segment. At this point resources are reserved,
but it remains unclear whether the creation of
the end-to-end channel will succeed: a later
consulted AS may obviate successful establishment of this particular path, thus its establishment will fail, causing non-viable reservations
to be released during back-tracking.

treatment of traffic can be better accomplished
once packet destinations have been rewritten.

Once it is certain that resources could be allocated in every AS, the initiator’s AG accepts
the proposed path, resources are committed and
the requested connection is ready for use. The
connection can be considered established now,
but user-data is not yet transmitted. Once a connection is in use, user-data is transferred via the
established path.

More AGs may be put up as needed and to provide more sophisticated QoS. AGs should be
placed near the customers’ uplinks when offering this service to initiating customers like endusers. To offer this service to special targets,
e.g., a VoIP gateway, AGs should be placed to
catch VoIP traffic, but hardly any other traffic.
The FG may be expanded to be an entire Layer 2
subnet which is accessed exclusively by traffic
of known (and paid for) characteristics.

c) De-allocation
When the end-points determine a connection is
no longer needed, they ask the AG to disconnect
and resources are freed similarly to allocation.
When a connection is not in use, FGs hold a connection so that the end-points may resume sending data easily, but the AS are given a chance to
alter the path. When a connection (or its quality) can no longer be maintained, it has to be
rebuilt using an alternative (sub-)path, possibly
containing other networks. If no suitable path
could be found or resource reservation failed,
the requested connection cannot be established.
5. Discussion
Our idea describes how service providers may
employ capabilities of common Layer 3 protocols and routing procedures to enable end-toend paths through the Internet.
a) Application layer multiplex
The most apparent challenge in Layer 3 channels for Layer 7 applications is multiplexing.
A channel meeting QoS requirements must be
exclusive for specific Layer 7 flows and provisioned separately from every other Layer 3
traffic. This multiplex is handled by access
nodes, but not elaborated in this work. Implementing access nodes as separate components
allows pushing the multiplex towards the initiator, maybe even to customer sites. Special

b) Scalability
Initially, a transit AS provider needs to allocate
a subnet and a router acting as FG to be able
to realise the Layer 3 paths. As destination addresses are first changed by AGs, they must be
placed along the “normal” path between two
end-points where such connections will be established.

c) Channel state model
The resource reservation states depicted in Figure 2 are grouped to identify a connection either
as idle or busy. Looking at QoS, the transition from idle to busy is a crucial juncture for
providers, because once resources are allocated
they are blocked by the connection and may not
be used for other traffic, no matter whether the
data is actually transmitted or not. If blocked
resources were used for other traffic, QoS cannot be guaranteed. On the other hand, today’s
accounting is based on packets or bytes passing
through routers. Our distinction between idle
and busy allows to have both: 1) a tentative
request/reservation in order to determine paths
and 2) definitely committed resources providers
can charge customers for.
d) Management integration
Our approach is non-invasive, rather than requiring changes to present components and protocols. We make no assumptions on the QoS
that providers can or must provide. Clients are
free to request arbitrary attributes from their
providers. Of course, paths cannot be established when requirements can’t or won’t be met
by providers. Using Layer 3 segment addresses
allows for easy per connection accounting and
the explicit connection phase leaves room for
quality negotiations between providers. Thus
we allow paid-for services and transit. Through
embedding segment address subnets into the
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normal addressing and thus forwarding behaviour of Internet protocols, we don’t add to the
tasks of border routers. All functionality is
provided by the ISP, thus client applications
need little knowledge to use this Layer 3 service. The only hooks client applications need is
for requesting and terminating paths. Resource
reservation has been divided into four phases
to have paths on top of the Internet topology,
which always has to be considered subject to
change.
FGs may search for alternative paths for local repair or fail-over of connection segments. Thus,
planned changes as well as changes in response
to faults can be prepared and executed without
interfering with our mechanism.
6. Conclusion
Assurance of end-to-end inter-domain network
QoS requires cooperation of all network operators between end-points. To secure this cooperation, a QoS management scheme must not
infringe on operators’ management policies or
operations.
The approach we have proposed is designed
to work in the Internet, as it externalises the
decisions pertaining to the additional function
(QoS management) into a special gateway. It
requires only minimal configuration changes to
the traditional routing infrastructure, and it can
be refined and extended independently. It refrains from introducing tunneling and overlay
techniques in order to accommodate any QoS
technologies that may have been deployed in
operators’ networks.
We envision this mechanism to provide a generic
base for the management of connections in
the Internet, extensible with functions different from QoS management. While this paper
has addressed the fundamental mechanism itself, practical applicability additionally requires
a protocol specification for the exchanges between FG as well as an information/data model
serving as a common base for QoS negotiation.
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